OASIS™

Waterbase Inks
Wilflex Oasis Pigments are concentrated waterbase colorants designed to be used with the Wilflex Oasis family of inks. Oasis WPCs deliver vibrant, clean colors that pop.

**MASS TONE**
The mass tone shows the actual color of the WPC at a 5% pigment loading.

95% Oasis Base
+ 5% Oasis WPC

**MID TONE**
The mid tone shows the actual color of the WPC at a total of 5% pigment loading with equal parts color and white WPC.

95% Oasis Base
+ 2.5% Oasis WPC
+ 2.5% 41011WPCFS Oasis Extra White

**TINT TONE**
The tint tone shows the actual color of the WPC at a total of 5% pigment loading with 1:4 color to white ratio.

95% Oasis Base
+ 1% Oasis WPC
+ 4% 41011WPCFS Oasis Extra White